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E.S.S. ENTERPRISE PRE-FLIGHT MEDIA BRIEFING 
JOHN F. KENNEDY SPACE CENTER 
MERRITT ISLAND, FLORIDA, UNITED STATES  
08:00 E.S.T. JUNE 22, 2044 

A large group of  reporters have assembled at the John F. Kennedy 
Space Center in Florida, United States. The reporters begin taking their 
seats as a group of  people enters the conference room, taking their 
seats at their various positions both behind the table and beside it. 

“I’d like to thank everyone for coming today to the pre-flight media 
briefing for mission EX-08. I’m NASA Communications Director 
Nicole Sanderson. I’ll let everyone introduce themselves.” 

“I’m Peter Knight, Kennedy Launch Director for this mission.” 

“I’m Mark Bridges, Earth Space Centre Deputy Chief  Director.” 

“I’m Michael Foley, Commanding Officer of  the Earth Space Ship 
Enterprise Shakedown Crew.” 

“Joining us today is also the rest of  the Enterprise shakedown crew 
who will be available for a few questions at the end of  this media 
briefing.” informs Nicole. “Now before we get underway we want to 
update everyone on the International Space Station’s Chief  Engineer 
Richard Oliver. After a successful medical evacuation from the station 
he is now safe aboard the British Aircraft Carrier HMS Prince of  Wales 
where he is receiving medical treatment. We still don’t know what 
caused the Lieutenant to blackout but he is awake and aware and in 
good spirits. A separate briefing will be held later today to update you 
further on his condition. 

“Now, we will go over launch preparations and countdown, then onto 
crew preparation then the quick Q and A and finally a few minutes for 
photos with the crew. Over to you Peter.” continues Nicole. 

“Thank You Nicole. I’d like to extend a warm welcome to the media 
gallery for showing up today.” says Peter, “I can now inform you that 
the final loading of  cargo into the Excalibur space shuttle has been 
completed in line with our preparation timetable. Launching on this 
mission are several experimentation racks designed to test the limits of  
the racking systems on both the ZeroG platforms as well as on the 
gravity rings. Consumable supplies including oxygen, water and coolant 
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fluid are also loaded as well as the final load of  food supplies. The 
crews’ personal affects have also been loaded and we are installing the 
crew seating inserts as we speak. Last nights test loading and unloading 
of  oxygen supplies went off  without a hitch and the shuttle has passed 
its penultimate inspections. Currently weather is looking good with a 
10% change of  bad weather but we don’t expect that to be a problem. 
The launch time of  14:28 Eastern Standard Time on the 23rd of  June is 
still on track with a launch window of  23 minutes. I’ll pass you over to 
Mark for the crew prep briefing.” 

“Thanks Pete.” says Mark, “The crew enjoyed their flights from 
Houston yesterday and spent this morning beginning preparations for 
the final crew check tonight. They will check that their seat inserts have 
been correctly installed and run a final ground systems check. If  all 
passes then fuelling of  the launch rocket will begin at 07:30 tomorrow 
morning and the shuttle will take on fuel at 10:40. Crew ingress will 
begin at 11:10 with the standard launch procedures to follow. 
Commander Foley did you want to add anything?” 

“I’ll just say that it’s great to finally be here and we are all excited to be 
on the final countdown to this most important mission.” say Foley, 
“We are looking forward to the final checkout this evening and can’t 
wait to get this shakedown mission underway.” 

“Okay, so if  there is nothing further to add we will open up for some 
questions.” Nicole says pointing to a reporter in the galley. 

“Tom Smith, CNN. Have any of  the fuelling problems that have 
occurred on previous S37 missions occurred during testing?” 

“Those fuelling problems were part of  the older D series of  the S37.” 
says Peter “We’ve redesigned the coupling fitting on both the shuttle 
and service towers with additional relief  valves and so far the pressure 
problems haven’t effected the E series.” 

“Mary Grey, CBS News. With the addition of  several experiment 
modules to the Enterprise will the mission still last 3 months or will 
more time be added to the mission for the newer modules to be 
installed and tested?” 

“The additional experiment racks were loaded to add more sensors to 
test the ship during various phases of  acceleration and deceleration. 
They will only require a few hours to install and we don’t need them till 
after we have dropped the landing S.E.V. on the moon.” 
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“Alex.” Nicole points out over the crowded galley. 

“Alex Dmitri, NTV. There were communication problem between the 
Russian modules and the antenna array. Have these been fixed yet or 
will those modules be communicating independently.” 

“I believe those problems will be fixed during the initial phases of  
flight. “ says Mark, “As the systems are internal to the ship they won’t 
require any spacewalks. The Russian modules have powerful enough 
transmitters themselves so there won’t be any interruptions before 
being connected to the main array.” 

“Lawrence Hamburg, BBC. How is the crew coping knowing that they 
will be the first humans to go beyond the moon and how are their 
families holding up.” 

“We are really excited to get out there and test this ship out.” says 
Foley, “We all know that we will be very far away from home but we 
will be close enough that if  anything does go wrong it won’t take long 
to get back. That’s a great reassurance to family and friends of  the 
crew, and coupled with only a very short communications delay some 
of  the crew may even be able to tell their children bedtime stories at 
night.” 

“Is that what your planning on Commander?” enquires Lawrence. 

“I’m sure that the communications channels will be quite busy 
throughout the mission… but I wouldn’t rule it out.” replies Foley with 
a smile. 

“Zan He, CCTV. How does it feel to officially welcome China to the 
Earth Space Centre and what are your hopes for the future of  Chinese 
space cooperation?” 

“This is one of  the most proud moments that we’ve had at E.S.C.” says 
Mark, “For many decades China has aspired to be an advanced 
member of  the space community and it has only been in the past few 
years that they have joined the international space cooperative 
community. We welcomed the first Taikonaut aboard the International 
Space Station to help install the Chinese ZeroG module on Enterprise 
last year and the relationship has been positive ever since. We welcome 
Ensign Guang Li to the ESC community and look forward to many 
fruitful years to come.” 
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“Andrew Kallis, S.A. Today. With such a diverse crew from so many 
backgrounds how is the crew getting along?” 

“We’ve been going great.” says Foley, “Ever since I left the space 
station four years ago we’ve been looking long and hard for the best 
people to not only work together but also live together. We have all 
become close friends over the past four years and be grow from each 
other strengths. Things will be just fine up there.” 

“Quinton Miller New York Times. With Lieutenant Oliver’s return to 
earth will Lieutenant Kōno still hold the title of  first female Chief  
Engineer or has that gone to Anna von Braun on the space station?”  

“While Lieutenant von Braun is acting station chief  engineer there has 
been no decision made as to if  she will replace Lieutenant Oliver as the 
permanent chief  engineer.” says Mark, “So I’m confident that 
Lieutenant Kōno will still be the first female Chief  Engineer.” 

 “John Wells from Space.com. We’ve seen over the past couple of  
months an increase in solar activity leading to some pretty intense solar 
flares. Is this going to be any problem for the Enterprise and could 
there be any harm from a direct hit from one of  these flares?” 

“Over the past several years we’ve been deploying technologies to help 
shield a space craft from any problems that may be caused by a solar 
flare or coronal mass ejection.” informs Mark, “We’ve tested magnetic 
shield generations on both the international space station and on the 
shuttles and they have withstood a magnetic force of  1200 nano-Tesla 
in Earths upper atmosphere. We are sure that there won’t be many 
problems out there for Enterprise and her crew.” 

“We also shouldn’t forget that Enterprise has two other shielding 
systems.” adds Foley, “The radiation sheaths will absorb and reflect a 
lot of  radiation even from a CME and the large physical parabola 
shield at the front of  the ship will also play a vital roll in protecting the 
Enterprise and its crew.” 

“And finally Mark Ruben.” says Nicole. 

“Mark Ruben The Australian. Commander Foley, you’re about to 
embark on one of  the most important missions that humanity has ever 
attempted… to fly away from Earth. How does it feel to be part of  the 
crew achieving such an accomplishment.” 
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“While our mission will involve some routine tasks like heading out to 
the Lunar Observatory and dropping of  a Landing Module it will also 
achieve some incredible achievements. The first human space flight to 
the L2 and L4 Lagrangian points are going to be the crowing 
achievements of  this flight. But that will pail in comparison for where 
this ship was designed to fly, Mars, Titan, and beyond. Our shakedown 
journey will be important but also small in the story that will unfold 
before this ship. Enterprise was built to be a leader for humanity in 
space and I have a feeling she will perform that duty quite well and get 
us home safely ready for the real explorers to take her out into the final 
frontier.” 

“Okay people that concludes the question and answer part of  todays 
briefing. I’ll ash the crew of  the E.S.S. Enterprise to stand together for 
photographs.” says Nicole. “A reminder there will be one final photo 
opportunity at the crew assembly area outside the V.A.B. before the 
crew depart for the shuttle for their mission. That concludes todays 
briefing.” 

As the officials leave there seats Commander Michael Foley joins the 
rest of  his crew standing for official photographs in front of  the press 
galley. Behind all the smiles Foley is sure the rest of  his crew is just as 
nervous as he is, heading into space in just over 27 hours for the 
mission of  their lifetimes. !!!
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